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‹Nr.›1. Context: Need for rethinking current approach to CC
“Constellation” of connected entry-points and criticisms to limitations of dominant discourses and
policies on climate change.

Epistemological and ontological 
assumptions

Centrality of scientific knowledge (Zuber-Skerrti, 2012, 
St.Claire, 2013)

Separation human-nature (O’Brien, 2012; Des Gasper, 2012)

Development model
Growth and economic modernisation.

Green and inclusive capitalism.

(Manuel-Navarrete, 2010; Seyfang, 2009;  Conill 
et al., 2010; Unceta, 2014)

“Recipes”
Changes in behaviours, attitudes, values, etc. to 
make people make pro-evironmental choices and 

orient the market (Shove, 2010)

Framing
Depoliticisation (Manuel-Navarrete, 2010; O’Brien, 

2012)



‹Nr.›2. Justification of our work

Two cross-cutting issues in these criticisms:

- Philosofic: Values under current models and recipes (consumption, individualism).

- Political: Innovation comes from powerful stakeholders (powerful governments, corporations,
etc.). Impose top-down policies and solutions.

This is why we will try to...

- Explore processes were alternatives for climate change mitigation/adaptation exist, departing
from different values.

- Explore bottom-up processes, innovation emerging from communities and social
organizations.

- Focus on transformation of the system, for sustainable solutions to CC challenge. Go beyond
mitigation/adaptation binary logics.



‹Nr.›3. Objectives
Objectives:

- To explore grassroots innovations processes, where alternative models and solutions to
address the challenge of climate change are built in bottom-up process, and which are
contributing to the transformation of current systems towards more sustainable ones.

Object:

- Grassroots innovations:

- Networks of activists and organizations generating novel bottom-up solutions for sustainable
development and consumption.

- Respond to the local situations and to the interests and values of the communities involved.

- Develop new conceptualizations, organizational arrangements, relatioships and tools for sustainable
development.

- They are niches of innovation, which may challenge dominant regimes

- Develop alternative provision systems in different sectors

- Present different forms: cooperatives, social enterprises, neighbour associations, among others,

(Seyfang and Smith, 2007)

- Ongoing project financed by Spanish National Research Plan., 2015-2017



‹Nr.›4. Case studies
Two case studies in two key sectors for CC challenge:

- Som energia:

- Energy cooperative offering sustainable energy services and
producing clean energy.

- Operating in the national energy market (essentially
controlled by 5 big companies). In the whole country

- Technical staff in a central headquarter + commited activist
in local groups developing lobbying, awareness risding, etc.

- Democratic organization

- From 2010. 25.000 members

- Food purchasing groups in the area of Valencia

- Cooperatives of people in the same neighbourhood /
university / town. Contact with local organic producers to
buy food weekly/monthly.

- ”A-legal” and usually informal groups

- Activist-based (no staff)

- Democratic organization.

- Big increase form 2011: around 10 in Valencia, with around
10-40 people each

- Both promote alternative provision systems, with
different volume, in different sectors.



‹Nr.›5. Theoretical and methodological framework
Insight from two theories:

- Human development: offers an evaluative framework from which to explore principles and
values in the innovation processes and outcomes.

- Socio-technical transitions: offers comprehensive framework from which to address
processes of change from multi-dimensional and multi-level perspective

Methodology:

- Semi-structured interviews to key members of organizations.

- Secundary information.

- Participant observation



‹Nr.›5. Theoretical and methodological framework
Human development

Development considered as the expansion of freedoms, the capabilites people have to life the live they have
reasons to value (Sen, 1990).

Capabilities are the real opportunites a person has to take decissions and lead the life s/he prefers.

Implications in terms of values:

Sustainability Diversity Equity Agency

These principles may help in evaluating processes and outcomes of innovation

Relations with nature
cannot limit capabilities
of current or future
generations

Different life options and
development models
must be recognized

Access to opportunities
imply access to control
of production,
ditribution and
consumption of goods
and services

Also capability to change
society (not just one’s
life).



‹Nr.›5. Theoretical and methodological framework
Socio technical transitions

Regime

Dominant configuration of features
in a system (energy, agrofood,
etc.)

Dimensions: technolgy, policies,
industrial structure, consumer-
producer relationships,
knowledge

Long term trends

Economic trends

Demographic

Environmental: Climate Change

Niches

Protected spaces which may
challenge, influence or even
substitute regime



‹Nr.›5. Theoretical and methodological framework
Socio technical transitions

- Pressure of landscape opens opportunities for niches.

- Niches may have different strategies:

- Depending on their strenght: Shield, networking, empower, scale, etc.

- Depending on their profile: reformist, ”patient” revolutionary, ”impatient” revolutionary...

- The interactions between niches and regimen may lead to:

- Small changes in the regime

- Reconfiguration of the regime

- Complete substitution of the regime

-  Depend on the strenght of regime and maturity and strategy of niches



‹Nr.›6. Results: Food purchasing groups
Dominant agrofood regime Food grups

Principles Optimization of production Fair relationship producers-consummers 
and human-nature

Technologies Intensive use of techonology Agroecology

Industrial structure
Global  specialization
Control of few big companies
Dependence from industrial inputs

Localization
Multiplicity of small local stakeholders 
Autonomy and local inputs

Relationships 
producers-consumers

Long chains
Centrality of big intermediaries
Processed products

Short chains
No intermediaries
Fresh and local products

Policies and regulatios Global deregulation
Subsidies to big producers

Regulation
Support to local organic farming

Knowledge sources Scientific knowledge Also local knowledge

- Regime:

- Embedded values: modernisation, optimization of individual benefit, expansion of
consumption, centrality of unit cost-benefic calculation.

- Analysis from HD prespective: Sustainability or equity may be desirable outcomes, or
dinamizers of makets. Contrary to diversity and agency

- Niche:

- Embedded values: Self-help, solidarity, recognition, reflection on and politicization of
consumption.

- Niche: Explicitly: agency, diversity. Implicitly: equity, sustainability.



‹Nr.›6. Results: Food purchasing groups
- Strategies front of regime:

- Creating small protected spaces of self management (shielding) and creating alliances with
farmers and other groups (networking).

- Experimenting (how to organize in democratic ways, criteria for products, relationships
with farmers, etc.) and learning.

- Not aiming at transforming regime, but already creating a different (viable) model, and
opening ways for transformation.



‹Nr.›6. Results: Som energia
Dominant agrofood regime Food grups

Principles Energy as commodity Energy as a right

Technologies Big (mostly non renewable) plants
Control few companies

Small renewables plants/equipments
Cooperative ownership

Industrial structure Centralized sytems
Few big international companies

Decentralization
Multiplicity of local stakeholders

Relationships 
producers-consumers Separation passive clients-providers Commited consumer and eventually 

prosumer

Policies and 
regulatios

Formally promoting “free market”
Non renewable

Promoting self-production, subventioning 
renewable energy, making market more 
transparent

Knowledge sources Technoscientific and very complex 
regarding fees for consumers

Technoscientific, but accessible for 
citizenship

- Regime:

- Embedded values: modernisation, optimization of individual benefit, expansion of
consumption, centrality of unit cost-benefic calculation.

- Analysis from HD prespective: Sustainability or equity may be desirable outcomes, or
dinamizers of makets. Contrary to diversity and agency

- Niche:

- Embedded values: Relationships, cooperation, rights-oriented production

- Niche: Explicitly: sustainability, agency. Implicitly: equity, diversity.



‹Nr.›6. Results: Som Energia
- Strategies front of regime:

- Operate in the national market as provider of energy, offering an alternative to dominant
enterprises (scaling) while creating alliances with other groups for lobbying (networking)

- Promote self-production of energy in small cooperative plants (solar roofs in buildings, etc.).

- Combining operation in mainstream logics and trying to reform the market towards a more
accounable one, while also creating a decentralized model.



‹Nr.›7. Conclussions
- Grassroots initiatives are experimenting with alternative models in different sectors.

- Despite of the differences in the sector, they may respond to the same principles,
aligned with human development model.

- Strategies of niches may differ -from more reformist to more radical but isolated- as
they respond to different contexts. These seem to be complementary.

- Furthermore, they are

- imagining and prefigurating alternative models. creating a different (viable) model, and
opening ways for transformation.

- Promoting collective agency

- HD and socio-technical transitions frameworks may be combined to understand ends,
processes and strategies of niche initiatives and their connections


